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Energy efficiency features are not the only variable critical to 
good building performance
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5. Going beyond the building – “Building in the City”
AGENDA
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What makes it dynamic anyway?
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ABOUT BOMA BESt – Uptake 
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• Six areas of management and performance: 
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Green building = Good Value 
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• Operations and management: Identifying opportunities for 
improvement.
Continuous improvement = Good, Green Value
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BBEER 2013 RESULTS: ENERGY (Office)
BOMA BESt buildings are reducing their EUI at recertification
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• Operations and management: Continuous adjustment and 
commissioning. 
Continuous improvement = Good, Green Value
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Building performance can be influenced by a number of factors: 







BOMEX 2013 – BOMA BESt Roundtable 
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Five Pillars of BOMA BESt
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BBEER 2013 - Results
Buildings are improving their score at recertification 
from Level 2 (78.3%) to Level 3 (81%)
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The BOMA BESt Certification Process can inform your 
environmental strategy:
BOMA BESt CASE STUDY: Getting to certification
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BOMA BESt CASE STUDY: Building improvements
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Energy Saving features of  Scotia Centre: 
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Scotia Centre - KWh’s
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BOMA BESt CASE STUDY: ENERGY 
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Sustainability has become more visible
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BOMA BESt provides a platform for engaging tenants and staff
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